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JHE RECENT DEVELOPMENTS OF COSMICAL 
PHYSICS* 

1'HF;RE are two conflicting theo;ies with regard to education. 
1 he extreme partisans of one of these would have us believe 

that the great object of education is not so much to inform as to 
?iscipline the mind-the subject taught in a seminary may not 
II? Itself mcrease. th3 student's real knowledge, yet if it tend to 
d1Sc1phne hls mmd, it has proved its value in their eyes as a 
branch of education. 

According to the upholders of this theory, _object in going 
to sch?ol IS to leave It w1th a mmd enlarged m 1ts capacity for 
acqmnng knowledge rather than stored with knowledgt; itself
havmg tratned the sold1er well they would send him without . 
scruple into the enemy's country, not only to fight his own way 
but to find Ius own weapons. 

:But is another and opposite class of theorists who re
gard educatiOn not as an agent for training the mind so much 
as a of storing it wi1h knowledge. The extreme parti
sans of th1s theor.y would teach the student nothing but what is 
of and . unmed1ate ; a.bove . all things they would 
teach lum the SCiences, both 111 theu prtnciples and also in the 
vanous elf the1r applications to the industrial arts of life. 

The nand ?f the. student who has undergone a training of 
thts kind earned to 1ts extreme, resembles the inmate of a bouse 
which is not so much well-furnished as filled full of furniture. 
In. accumulation of mere material, anything like ·plan or 
pnnc1ple has been forgotten. It ought to be remembered that 
the value of a fact lies not ii1 its existence somewhere in the 
mental storehouse, but in the readiness with which the mind can 
find It when required. · 

Now between these two extreme theories it is surely possible 
to steer a nmldle course-It is to avoid grounding on 
Scylla wnhout betng swallowed up 111 the vortex of Charybdis. 
In the matenal world, what would be said to a man who insisted 
upon developing bodily strength by a course of gymnastics with
out reference to food, or of another who insisted upon doing 
the same by a course of d1et w1thout reference to exercise ? 
But is the. separation more natural in the mental world? I:; 
not that nnnd most perfectly disciplined which is at the same 
time most perfec tly informed? The student who has been dis
ciplined by only one branch of knowle<.IQ'e is I venture to 
think, of a mind only partially as it is 
only partially mformed. He may not easily perceive his defi
Cient d!SC!phne, but in after life he must often have cause to 
regret his deficient information. Nor is he whose mind is 
inordin'7tely stored withlsc '.ent ific details one whit better off. 
Facts. m education to be strictly subordinated to 
pnnc1ples. A sound pnnciple of science clearly understood 
w1ll a great multitude of facts, just as a simple rule of 
anthmetlc wtl! enable us to obtain a thousand products, each of 

we should have to remember were it not for the rule. 
And m other of science, if the triumph of principle be 
not so apparent, It IS only because we have a less accurate know
ledge ot its fundamental laws. It would be difficult indeed to 
say how many of the failures in the various walks of life are 
due to. the or i1p10rance of some principle which has 
been e1ther onutted or dlS!mssed from our calculations. From 

downwards we are a nation systematically ignoring 
prmc1ples, and m the mmds of many a h1gh esteem for fact is 
held to be qu1te consistent with a contempt for theory. • A theory 
IS not regarded as the very sap and l•fe·blood of the tree of 
knowledge, but as the mildew that blights its leaves, or 
the worm that gnaws Its root. Facts and theories are esteemed 
by. this class of men to be sworn foes to each other, and the 
ph1losopher IS supposed to live in a world of his own rather 
hostile than to the world around him. ' 

existence of the two extreme eel ncational theories to 
whtch I have alluded would thus seem to indicate the wisdom 
of a middle course: '?ught to start from a platform as com

as Literature and science ought to go hand 
Ill hand ;n producmg the well-trained and disciple. 
And wh1le the1e ought to be a broad bas1s of mstrnction com
mon to all, should be raised upon this common basis 
several clistmct depar:ments, so that. the student may have the 
opportunny of attanung proficiency m that of his choice. 

Professor Stewart next touched upon the subject of energy. 

* Exrrac:tf'd from 2: delivered at Owens College, .Manchester, 
introducwry to the by Professor Balfour Ste•A:Jrl, LL.D., 
F.R.S. 

an egg be allowed to rest on its .::>horter ax is, it will 
statwnary, and any attempt to alter its position will be resis ted 
by the egg. Bnt the case will be diffe1·ent if we succeed as 
pe.rhaps may, in causing it to stand on its longer axis, f.;r in 
th1s position the slightest force w1ll cause it to topple over. In 
the first case the egg is in stable, but in the second case it is in 
unstable, equilibrium. 

If it stand upon its longer axis at the very edge of a table, we 
cannot tell whether the first olight breath of air will cause it to 
fall inwards upon the table or outwards over the table to bt; 
dashed to pieces on the floor. It is a where a very' slight 

. cause may determme a very cons:derable 1ssue as far as energy is· 
Whether the egg w1ll retam 1ts energy of IJOsition 

by falhng on the table, or wh.ether it will convert this into the 
energ:y: of n;otion, and ultimately into heat, by falling upon the 
floor, 1s an Issue that depends upon a cause too minute to come 
within the scope of our calculations. 

Now we have two types of machines, and in one of these we 
take advantage of the principle of stability, while in the other. 

use the principle of instability. A clock is a very good 
mstance of a .machn1e of the first kind. When a good clock 
has been wound np, we are perfectly sure that at noon to

.morrow both its hands will. stand at twelve, ant! that its weight 
w1ll have fallen through a distance which we can calculate with 
the utmost exactness, if we take the troubl,:,, all its movemenls· 
bemg capable of the most rigorous calculation. On the other. 
hand, a mine that is about to be fired by means of an electric 
battery is a machine or combination in which ac!vantaae is taken 
of "llature's unstable arrangements. The powder is 
to explode represents chemical instabilit.y, just as the egg on il s 
longer ax1s represents mechamcal mstabiltty. The slightest per
cussiOn, the .smallest spark wJll rouse the nnpnsoned giant which 
It contams mto volcanic energy. This spark has to be sen t 
from a dtstance by the galvanic batten·, and to do this we musl 
complete the .circuit. 'vVe cause the two wires to approach 
each other unt1l they are only a very small fraction of an inch. 
apart, but the contact is not yet complete -another touch, so 

as to be 1mpercept tble, and the current passes, the powder 
IS tgmted, the mme explodes, and the fortress is hurled into the 
air. In such machines, g reat transmission of energy, 
are due to the most tn v1al dtsposmg causes. It depends at Jaot 
upon the smallest conceivable movement of the wires conveyi'ng
the current whether or not the fortress 1s to perish. 

Nature also employs these two varieties of meclnnism. Jn 
the solar system we have a clock on a large scale, only very much 
more accurate than any tnne-p1ece we can produce. The move
ments of every planet. in the solar system are susceptible of 
most ngorous calculatton, and we ha<Ve only to point our tele. 
scope properly in order to tell to the fraction of a second when a 
given planet will cross the field of view. 

But in the living forms with which this. world is so plentifullv 
endowed, we have machines, which, viewed in their relation to 
matter, belong to the second ordeT we have described. The 
object here is not regularity, but rather freedom of action. The 
motion of an animal is not like that of a planet-the latter yields 
to calculallon, but the former defies it. Now it is probal1ly · 
somewhere m the m\'Stenous hram chamber that the delicate 
directive touch is given which determines our movements, just 
as the sltghtest pos>tble touch to the wire in the battery chamber 

the distant mine. That mysterious thing we call life 
IS not a bully who swag;:ers out into the open universe, up· 
settmg the laws of energy m all d1rections, but rather a consum. 
mate strategist, who, sitting in his chamber before his wires. 
directs the movements of a great army. · 

While we are thus led to confine the directive action of life to 
the very boundary of the universe of energy, it must not, however, 

supposed that we have solved the problem as to the nature of 
life. We have only driven the difficulty into a border land of. 
thick darkness, into which the light of knowledge has not yet 
been able to penetrate. lf there be truth in these statements, 
and if we see in a living being a machine in which great results 
are produced by an exceedingly small primeval impulse, are we 
uot led to expect that the \mstable forms of nature will here be 
largely made use of? We must not therefore be surprised that 
the materials of our bodily frames are eminently liable to decay, 
or that the very i11tensity of our life is to be measured by the 
rate of change taking place in the tissues of our bodies, so that 
possibly those parts which have duri11g life the noblest and 
delicate offices to perfo rm are the very first to perish when liie :s 
extinct. 

But this unstaLle matter, which is so wc>ncl erfu lly worked .intu 
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our frames, is derived from the food we eat. This food does two 
· things for us: it give; us energy in the first place, and in the 
second it furnishes onr frames with a quantity of delicately or
ganised ti ssue. Rut food is ultimately derived from the vegetable 
kingdom, and that kingdom derives ,i_t from the sun, so that we 
are 1ed to regard our luminary as the ultimate material source not 
only of our energy, hut also of our delicacy of construction. 

T o come now to our own lum inary-very remarkable strides 
have lately been made in our knowledge of its physical con
stitution. It is difficult to say when and by whom the existence 
of sun spots was first remarktd . Galileo, however, was the first 
to use them as the means of determining the elements of the 
sun's rotation ... Hesi::les these bl ack spots on the sun's surface, 
equally mysterious forms have been seen to surround the sun on 
the 'various· occasions of a total ec lipse-these generally went by 
the' name of red flames or red protuberances. Mr. \Van·en De 
La ]\ue was the first to prove that these phenomena were at,
tachcd to the sun himself, an<l that the on ly office of the moon 
during an was to subdue the general light sufficiently to 
render them visible to the eye. W11ile the red flames thus 

objects of cosmical interest , Schwabe in Germany and 
Carrington in this country had both done much to increase our 
knowlcclge of sun spots. by a patient course of forty 
years' observations, had proved the existence 'of a well-marked 
periodical fluctuation in th e mnount and frequency of sun spots, 
the of which was about eleven years. Carrington, again, 
had sho wn that the region of spots wa<; a somewhat limited one, 
extending to about -zo• or 30° on either side of the solar equator, 
Z,o th at a spot never appears at the sun's pole, and he had also 
detected a proper motion of spots. Schwabe and Carrington 
ha<l, however, confined themselves t0 mapping down accurately 
what they saw; hut De La Rue, by the introduction of celestial 
photnf!: raphy, was enable:! to obtain of the sun which 
111ight he studied at leisure with an aboolute certainty of their 

correet. A large number of such pictttres has been al
··eady obtained, and they are in the process of examination by 
Mr. De La Rue, and those associated with him in this research. 

·Some of the prelimin.,ry results of this examinat;on have al
been publ'shed, and they seem to point to a connection 

hctwe<·n the behaviour and fre']Uency of sun spots and the posi
tion s of the chief planets of the svs tem. 

Ot>r acquaintance with the reel flames has extended as rapidly 
:t> our knowledge ·of sun s :-·o ts. was discovered independently 
by Janssen and 'Lockyer, that 1 hese strange protuberances yield 
to the spectroscope under ordinary cond itions of the sun, and 
·...-ithout the necessity of waiting f,,r a total eclipse. They exist, 
in olways round the sun, hu t their brightness is quenched 
in the ,dil(used li!'ht whi ch mrrouncls the sun's border. \Vhen, 

we apply a sufficiently powerful spectroscope, the d if
ft< ,ed li"ht--consi >ting of ordinarv >nn light, and therefore con
t..tit\i ng: ; g-rertt variety of rnys-is drawn out spectral 
ri bbon, and hos ils brightness ,;cat tered or d1ftused over the 
variou' parts of this rihbnn, while on the other hand the Fght 
fmm the red flames, con<isting nnly of one or two kinds, appears 
iil the spec1 rosc0pe as or tw•> hright lines not having their in
tcn:;ity weakened by the sen t tering act ion of the spectroscope. 
Th"v stand out in the field of vie"'• while the or-. 
din,'ry li,ht disappears. Lockye r has found , by thi s means, 
that is an envelope of incandescen t hydrogen surrounding 
the surface of the sun. into which there are frequent 
injections of heated matter from beneath , and in which there are 
violont hnricanes o!ten at the rate cf 100 miles a second. 
By the laboratory hbours of ,Frankland and· L ockyer, taken in 
conncCiion with tht solar observations of the latter, there is, 
I th ink, a probability cf om ultimately ascertaining ·the pressure 
ann the temperature as well as the chemical composition of the 
atmo, phere 'of our luminary. 

Descending now from the celestial bod ies to our own earth, 
there is some reason to suppose that we are knit to our luminary, 
and possihly through him to the other members of our system 
by snme other bond, besides tbt usually recognised. General 
Sir E. Sabine appears to ha'.e that disturbances of the 

magnetism take place most frequently in those years in 
which there are most sun spols. This i> confirmed by the 
experience of the present year, during which we have had a 
great nctmher of sun spoto, and frequent and large disturbances 
of th e earth's magnetisn\. 

1 ha •Je a'ready alluded to a possihic connection between th e 
hehavi ur of wn spots, and the positions of the planets; to 
which w ,"" may add, rhat Sch;vr.h: :1nd o th er observers imngine 
that th'y have discovered tmccs of a periodical variation in the 

appearan ce of the plan et Jup iter. All •)bservations would 
appear to mdtcate the extsten-:e o f some un' :a:.>wn bond between 
the different members of the solar system. 
. But that department of cosmical physics vrhich is of most 
tn:tmedtate mterest to ourselves, is undoubtedly the me teorolog 
of our globe ; and here it is of g reat importance; to know wheth y 
th 1 , 1. d '· er e eart 1 s c tmate an atmosphere are influenced in any way 1 
the changes taking place in the atmosphere of the sun. 
connectton _has not yet been traced, but it has hardly yet been 
sought for m a proper manner. Recent observations discussed 
by Baxendell, lead us to think may be some connection 
between rlaily in the earth' s magnetism and the 
datly motwns of the au·. Coupling this with the fact that the 
frequency of terrestrial magnetic distu rbances would appear to 
be connected that of sun spots, we are led to contemplate 

; at least the possJbthty of some connection between 
· and sun spots. " 

If these remarks are of any value, they tend to indicate the 
probable union of various branches of observational inquiry 
mto one great. cosmtcal research, and potnt to the wisdom of a 
very close umon between the workers in the cognate fields of 
meteorology, terrestrial magnetism, and celestial physics. 

At the present moment the p rospects of meteorology are more 
hopeless than those of the other two branches. Our knowledge 
of the motions of the va rious components of the earth's atmo
sphere is extremely limited, and yet without this knowledge it is, 
impossible to connect meteorology with the other branches of 
cosmical inquiry. If we endeavour to analyse the causes of 
this backward .state of meteorological research, the first and 
most apparent IS the magnitude of the problem. 

We are too intimately associated with the earth and its atmo
sphere to be easily able to tell its motions. Strange to say, the 
meteorology of the sun is more easily studied than that of the 
earth, and we know already as much about the strength of solar 
storms as we do about that of terrestri al hurricanes. 

But another cause of the backward s tate of P hysical Meteoro· 
logy arises from the fact that there are two branches of science, 
each of which may be furthered by meteorolog ical observations. 
There is first the physiological branch of meteorology, the 
object of which is to trace the influence of dimate upon animal 
and vegetable life; and there is next the physical branch, the 
object of which is to study the physics of the earth's 
and more especially the motions of its atmosphere. 

I t Is now high time that a separation should be made in 
the mind of the observer between these two branches of re 
search. If he wouln rather pursue the physiological inquiry, 
let him say so definitely, bu t if he wish to pursue physical 
meteorology, let him clearly k eep before his mind the object of 
all his labours. He should ask himself the question, what is the 
best system of observation, and what is the best method of re
duction, to advance the great object of physical meteoro!Of,')'
a knowledge of the motions of the earth's atmosphere, an <l ol 
the causes thereof? H e should not fix upon a system of observa
tions and a method of reduction that may possibly, but upon one 
that must necessarily, further this great object. 

I have thus endeavoured in a few words to bring before you 
the recent advances in cosmical physics. Besides this, there are two 
other no less important b ranches of physical inquiry. We have the 
physics of organised beings, and we have also molecular physie>. 
But there is this difference between these two branches and that of 
which I have now spoken :-To for ward physiology or mole
cula r physics we chiefly require experiment, but to forward cos
mica! physics we chiefly require observation. Yon are all aware 
that at the present moment a Royal Commission is inquiring- a;; 
to the relation between Science and the State ; and perhaps, 
therefore, you will permit m e the opportut\ity of stati ng my 
views as to the manner in which this very necessary assistance 
may best be given. I think that those branches of science 
which demand for their extension experiments not requiring 
very great time may be furthered with much advantage 
in institutions such as Owens College. I believe it to be 

to bring the highest class of physical teaching mto 
contact with research. If Government be disposed to grant 
pecuniaty aid to such researches, an extension of the allowance 
made annually to the Government Grant Committee of the 
Society would appear to be a very legitimate way of accompltsh
ing this object. 

The scientific professors of a college woul<l thus have to ste:_te 
the aim of their research to a committee of the Royal Soctety 

, entrusted with the disposal of Government means, and the reqm· 
site funds would be for thcoming. No one, I think, can douht 
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that the small sum of r,oool. annually entrusted by Government 
to the Royal Society for miscellaneous experiments, is adminis
tered in a most praiseworthy manner ; and if Government would 
be ready to grant, and tl1e Royal Society willing to undertake, an 
extension of this trust, it would, I think, be a great point gained 
for this class of physical (I speak only of experi· 
ments, but the encouragement of experimenters is a point of equal 
importance.) But when we come to experiments and observations 
requiring great time, the case is very different. Certain experi
ments, whether from the great time they require or the great 
expense they demand, cannot be well performed in a college ; 
while routine and long-continued observations such as those 
connected with the various branches of cosmical physics are 
of such a nature as to require a central establishment to super
intend their organisation and reduction. There is thus, I think, 
the necessity for a central establishment of some kind devoted 
to that class of experiments and observations requiring great 
time, great space, and great expense for their completion. 

Referring more particularly to Cosmical Physics, I feel con
vinced that meteorology should he pursued in connection with 
terrestrial magnetism and solar observations ; and were a well
considered scheme for solving this great problem fairly intro
duced, I am sure that scientific institutions and individuals 
throughout the country would do all that they possibly could to 
promote this most important branch of physical research. 

THE BRITISH ASSOCIATION 

SECTIONAL PROCEEDINGS 

!SECTION A.-MATHEMATICAL AND PHYSICAL SCIENCE 

Barometric Predictions if Weather.-Mr. F. Galton, F.R.S. 
It has long been an established custom to consult the baro
meter to learn what the weather is likely to be. Now, I propose to 
investigate the value of this form of barometric authority by 
showing that it is possible to make strict use of the rules of pre
diction, notwithstanding the vagueness with which they are enun
ciated, and then, by comparing a series of 
predictions with facts, to measure the degree to whtch they corre
spond. There is another form of _barometric authority about 
which I do not propose to say anythmg here, namely, where the 
barometer is consulted in connection with the daily Weather 
Report. Owing to the new data thereby introduced, an inquiry 
into the value of those predictions would have to be conducted 
along an altogether different line to that which I am about to 
follow. 

My comparisons between predictions and facts will be based 
upon the tracings of the continuously self-recording instruments 
at Falmouth, established by the Meteorological Committee ap
pointed by the Royal Society, which ?ave been P':'blished for 
the first quarter of the year 1869. It ts, however, nght to add, 
that some years ago I made an elaborate inquiry into the Dublin 
observations during a much longer time, which led, so far as it 
went, to the same conclusions as now. 

I did not publish those inquiries, because I had a misgiving 
which was never wholly removed until I had the opportunity 
now .afforded by the above-mentioned publication of studying the 
continuous records of instruments in large numbers.. It is said 
that instrumental changes commonly occur in sweeps so large 
and steady that future changes in them may be to some extent 
predicted by a knowledge of what has occurred. An analysis of 
the Dublin observations, made at intervals of three hours, con
tradicted this assertion, but I felt they might be held insufficient 
to dispose of it. It might fairly be that three h?urs '':as too 
long an interval between the observauons, and that tf the mstrn
ments had been read off more frequently, I should have been led 
to different conclusions. It was necessary to settle this doubt, 
because, as there is certainly some correspondence between the 
barometer and the weather, it followed that if it be possible to 
predict the movements of the former, we shall also, as a matter of 
course, be able in some degree to predict the latter. I therefore 
examined the tracings which represent the continuous records 
of the barometer and other instruments with great interest and 
care, and soon convinced myself that the irregularities of the 
barogram and thermogram were far too great to enable us to 
predict their course from moment to moment, We have only to 
place a paper upon them, so as to what follows any given 
in,tant, and to expose what. precedes tt, and to move the paper 
forward, step by step, guessmg beforehand what we are to see, 

to be convinced of the vanity of our expectations. This basis of 
weather prediction is so manifest! y unsmmd, that I shall not take 
any further notice of it. 

We all know that the weather with which the barometer sym
pathises, is considered to consist of three variables 
-the velocity of the wind, its temperature, and its damp
ness. It is a question how far the direction of the wind 
need be reckoned as a fourth distinct influence. We also kno\v 
that the velocity of the wi':d is the most important ; it is said 
that when the two other vanables are unchanged, and the velocity 
of the wind alone varies, barometer may range tluough two
inches, but that it can only range through a quarter as much 
when either the temperature or the damp are the sole variables.
! therefore feel at liberty to begin by simply comparing the 
changes of the wind's velocity with those of the barometer, in 
order to obtain a provisional idea of the manner in which they 

-go together. 
Two things are very clear at first sight-the one is that the 

wind's velocity passes through numherless tumultuous variations 
of which the barometer takes no cognizance, and the other is 
that a connection decidedly exi,ts between periods of storm and 
of fine weather, with barometric falls and rises. What, then, do 
we mean by periods of storm? How long is the period during 
which the velocity of the wind should be summed up and averaged, 
in order to be made to accord mmt closely with the barometer? 

I made several trials, and protracted the results on the same 
time-scale as the corresponding barograms. The ordinates of 
the different points whose position I calculated represented the 
average velocity of the wind during a- definite period at the 
moment indicated by the point; then I connectecl the points by 
a line drawn with a free hand. In this way I constructed a curve,
every point of which represented the average velocity of the wind·
during the space of one hour, being half an hour belore and half 
an hour after the instant correspunding to that point. In another 
curve, a three-hour period was adopted, and so on. Below all 
these I copied the barogram. 

There could be no doubt, on inspecting those lines, that a one
hour period is far too short, that a three-hour is better, a six-hour 
better still, and that a twelve-huw is as good as can be obtained. 
Any period between twelve and ;ixteen hours seemed equally 
suitable for adoption, some parts of the curve impmving in 
correspondence as the period was lengthened, and others falling 
off; but, after a sixteen-hour period, the curve of wind vdocity 
became less varied than the bawgram, and the maximum of 
correspondence was passed. Finding the twelve-hour system 
the most convenient to enq>loy, I have adopte<l it here, leaving 
it to be understood that a different period might he taken within 
the limits named, without sensibly affecting the results. 

The correspondence between the wind curves thus 
and the barograms is respectably close, there being hardly a dip 
or rise in the one which has not a counterpart in t'Ie other; but 
they are far from being exactly alike. Neither do the changes, 
of course, in the two curves, bear an invariable rdation in point 
of time to one another; but, as neither of them la:'S habitually 
behind, they must be con,idered on the avera.r< simultaneous. 

I do not find the correspondence sensibly affeckd by making 
broad allowances for the neglected variables. Thus, on marking 
the epochs of cold and dry polar winds in one way and those of 
warm and moist equatorial winds in another way, little or no 

light was thrown on the reason of the want ot coincidence 
of the two curves. It seemed to me, from this trial, that the 
influence of temperature. damp, and wind's direction, is consi
derably less than was commonly believed. 

The parallelism of tile curves was as close in extreme 
as in mean ones, which confirms the common statement that we 
must look to differences of barometric hei:;ht and not to the 
absolute height for signs of changing- weather. 

All this is easily compressed into a formula : h1 h2 two 
successive barometric heights a few hours apart; v1 (12) v2 (12) 
are the corresponding twelve-hour averages of wind velocity; m 
is a simple factor to be determined by trial, then 

h1 - h2 = m {v1(rz) - v 2 (Iz)} 

+ a function of temperature and another of damp, neither oi 
which is of much importance. 

m is strictly constant only for the same season, because the 
range of the baromet<>r is wider in win:er than in summer, for 
the same latitude because its range is smallest at the equatOJ-{ 
and for the same locality bee -use the wind's velocity may he 

·checked by geographico.l conditions .. Bearing this in inind, the 
v::llue of m for the first quarter of the year, at Falmouth, as_ 
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